ZAFARI Easter String Egg
DIY Guide
MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Balloons
All purpose glue
Cotton string in the colours you like
Cardboard
Clips
Scissors

! Make sure you create your Easter String Egg together with an adult !
1. Take a small water balloon and blow it up until it is the size of the egg you want. You probably need
help from an adult as the balloons can be difficult to blow up.

(The colour of the balloon does not matter)
2. Find a small plate or bowl and add a good amount of glue (enough to cover all of the string to be
wrapped around the balloon later). Add a one or two teaspoons of water and stir until you have a
consistent liquid glue.
3. Grab your cotton string in the colour you want your egg to be and carefully place it in the glue, so it
is not tangled up when you wrap it around the balloon. Carefully make sure the string is completely
covered in glue.
4. Take one end of the string and carefully start wrapping the string around the balloon. Make sure
there is not too much glue on the string and make sure the balloon does not have too many spots
where there is no string.
5. Leave to dry overnight.
6. Cut out Zoomba or one of the other ZAFARI characters that you would like to have inside your
Easter string egg.
7. When the string is completely dry and hard, pop the balloon with a needle and very carefully
remove the balloon from inside the egg.
8. Roll up Zoomba or one of the other characters and carefully slide him through one of the holes in
the string inside the egg and unfold him. Clip him to the string so he does not move around inside
the egg. If you want, you can also slide small chocolate eggs inside the string egg.

HAVE FUN & HAPPY EASTER!

